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Filling in the Gaps on Medical Device
Cybersecurity
By Yarmela Pavlovic and Shilpa Prem*
The authors of this article discuss a recent multi-agency public workshop on the
cybersecurity of medical devices.
The Food and Drug Administration (‘‘FDA’’), in collaboration with the National
Science Foundation (‘‘NSF’’) and the Department of Homeland Security (‘‘DHS’’)
Science and Technology Directorate (‘‘S&T’’) recently convened a public workshop on
cybersecurity of medical devices. Cybersecurity has become a hot button topic for
many in the medical device industry following the announcement of several highprofile medical device vulnerabilities and ransomware attacks. A number of the world’s
largest healthcare tech companies have released warnings about WannaCry and the
possible impact the virus may have on their products. Many device companies have
recently and reactively generated and released patches to protect systems from possible
future attacks. FDA’s workshop, held amid these events, sought to gather further
feedback regarding the steps FDA should be taking to characterize and address
medical device cybersecurity.
THE WORKSHOP
The workshop was organized by the Regulatory Science Subcommittee of the
CDRH Center Science Council, which assesses and prioritizes gaps in regulatory
issues for medical devices based on input from CDRH Offices. Although FDA has
now released two guidance documents addressing premarket and postmarket regulatory issues, cybersecurity of medical devices continues to be identified as one of the top
ten gaps where new regulatory tools, technologies, and approaches are needed to
address potential threats. Through the workshop, FDA, NSF, and DHS S&T gathered
input from major stakeholders in the industry on how to address these gaps. Speakers
at the workshop came from various backgrounds, including government, medical
device companies, healthcare institutions, research management companies, and
consulting firms.
Common Themes
The top common themes amongst the presenters on the first day of the workshop
included:
*

Yarmela Pavlovic is a partner at Hogan Lovells helping medical device manufacturers get FDA marketing
approval for their devices. Shilpa Prem is an associate at the firm representing clients in FDA medical device
approval and clearance associated matters. The authors may be reached at yarmela.pavlovic@hoganlovells.com
and shilpa.prem@hoganlovells.com, respectively.
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Collaborative risk management. The process of risk mitigation must involve a
collective effort between medical device manufacturers, hospitals, and patients
to trace and address cybersecurity vulnerabilities.
Medical devices do not stand alone. Cybersecurity mitigation tools must address
more than stand-alone medical devices, but should also include the network of
technologies the medical device may be connected to.
Scalability of protections. Medical device manufactures must ensure that their
cybersecurity protection mechanisms are scalable.
Involvement by all stakeholders. Involvement of all major stakeholders, including
medical device manufacturers, hospitals, and patients, is critical to the risk
mitigation process.

The workshop highlighted that each stakeholder group brings different perspectives
about the approach to cybersecurity. Throughout the first day, speakers representing
medical device manufacturers commented on their own best practices. One medical
device manufacturer indicated that they offer customers security white papers and
include a security privacy website that customers can review. Another medical
device manufacturer commented on the creation of a formal mechanism to report
possible security vulnerabilities so that risks can be addressed as soon as they are
known. Speakers commented that such action creates a culture of transparency so
that a manufacturer’s security program can be continuously built and improved.
Speakers from medical device companies suggested that safety and security are two
legs of the stool and that actual usability is the third leg (i.e. how the patient will
interact with the device and any unique healthcare institutional factors that may need
to be considered during the use of the device). Medical device manufactures also
emphasized that tailoring security protections to the expected real-world use of the
device is important.
Key Observation
Key among the observations during the workshop was the theme that cybersecurity
mitigation tools should contemplate the entire network of technologies into which the
medical device connects, rather than each device in standalone fashion. Individual
medical devices are typically developed in silos and are cleared/approved independently
by the FDA. However, interoperability is also key and at some point in the process an
analysis should be conducted evaluating how a device would be used in the real-world
and the extent to which connections to other devices and systems may introduce
vulnerability. One speaker from a large healthcare institution commented that their
facility had implemented an initiation process where new devices that are added to the
network undergo a rigorous process to address cybersecurity risks from the start. The
speaker emphasized that this method assists in continuously addressing vulnerabilities
as they come up. However, the same speaker caveated this process, indicating that
larger health networks that have a number of resources have the ability to conduct such
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analysis, whereas smaller healthcare entities may find this more challenging. The
speaker suggested that for smaller entities, it is important for medical device manufacturers to partner with hospital administration to ensure the security risk mitigation
tools are tailored appropriately for the institution. A medical device manufacturer
further emphasized that manufacturers should not be afraid of having open dialogs
with their customers regarding these very real risks.
Cybersecurity Protection Mechanisms
Medical device manufactures highlighted the fact that cybersecurity protection
mechanisms should be scalable. They emphasized that depending on the size of the
organization, each healthcare facility’s network of interconnected devices presents
unique challenges that may not be the same for other hospital systems. A speaker
from a healthcare institution indicated that ‘‘medical devices [present] the weakest
link’’ and that at one hospital, for an example, there are 25,000 network connected
devices that consist of greater than 6,000 unique make, model, versions, each having
their own security challenges. Medical device manufacturers stressed that cybersecurity
protections that may be effective for smaller hospital systems that may not have as
many interconnected devices should be scalable to cater to larger entities as well.
Medical device manufacturers recommended that manufacturers use already established mechanisms in combating cybersecurity risks that would work in larger and
small healthcare entities including the adoption of using secure coding standards,
performing static code analysis, adopting hardening standards, performing vulnerability scanning, performing product security requirements risk assessment,
performing robustness and penetration testing, developing vulnerability monitoring,
and a patch management plan.
Working Group Questions
A significant portion of the workshop was dedicated to smaller breakout groups
where representatives from the government, medical device companies, healthcare
institutions, research management companies, and consulting firms contributed to
opportunities for FDA engagement and discussed innovative strategies to address
these challenges moving forward. In large part, the focus of the groups was to identify
areas for further research and work by FDA. One working group proposed the
following questions to be researched by the agency in order to better understand
the gaps that may need to be addressed to tackle cybersecurity:




When is the proposed cybersecurity protection enough? Should FDA develop a
‘‘building code’’ for cybersecurity, indicating at a minimum the factors manufacturers should consider when developing cybersecurity risk mitigation tools?
Who is ultimately responsible in ensuring that the medical device has adequate
protections against cyber-attacks (i.e. should it be the medical device manufacturer or the healthcare facility)?
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How should the industry handle aging products? Does the responsibility shift at
a certain point in the lifecycle of the device? (Perhaps a possible analysis of other
critical infrastructure industries could provide some guidance).
Given increasing dependence on clinical decision support, what requirements
should be in place to ensure that it is trustworthy given possible cybersecurity
risks?

CONCLUSION
With these questions to be answered, FDA continues to dig into the complicated
and ever-changing world of cybersecurity. FDA is expected to issue a report arising
from the workshop discussions.
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